The RT-66 employs a cardioid dynamic cartridge, reducing noise from the side and back of the microphone. This improves the desired sound directed at the microphone. A strong, wire-mesh, spherical front grille contains a highly effective wind and “pop” filter and internal features minimize handling noise. Built to handle day to day use, the RT-66 microphone provides excellent vocal or speech reproduction on lecterns and stages, and is a popular choice for use in live music performance, public auditoriums, churches, convention halls, and schools.

Available with or without a switch, the RT-66 provides the flexibility for any performance needs. Other accessories of the RT-66 include a 15’ cable, with the choice of XLR - XLR or XLR - ¼” connectors, microphone clip and carry bag.

- Uni-directional
- Dynamic Microphone
- On/Off Switch (RT-66S only)
- Clip and Bag Included
- 15’ Cable Included

**Included Accessories for the RT-66 and RT-66S:**

- Mic Clip
- Bag
- Cable

Included Cable Option choose 1/4” or XLR

1/4” Male

XLR

1 YEAR WARRANTY
Specifications

Type: Dynamic (Moving Coil)
Polar Pattern: Cardioid Uni-Directional
Frequency Response: 50Hz~15kHz
Sensitivity: -53 dBV/P
Impedance: 250Ω
Total Harmonic Distortion: +/-30Hz deviation 1kHz tone <1%
Body Dimensions: 6.5" x 2" (165 x 51 mm) L x W
Weight: 0.55 lbs (0.3 kg)

RT-66 and RT-66S (with mic switch) ALSO AVAILABLE IN A COMPLETE MIC & STAND KIT

RT-66XD

RT-66SXD (with mic switch) Accessories included in each kit

Specifications subject to change without notice.